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系统开发的难度，提高了系统开发的效率。Struts 架构作为一种基于 J2EE 平台






































With the rapid development of network technology, information infrastructure 
improvement, construction standards, perfect function, safe and reliable platform for 
e-government, services for enterprises and people, building the service government , 
will help to establish a good image of all levels of government, enhance the 
transparency of government work, is conducive to the diligent, honest construction, 
rich network information resources, form a good "ecological environment for the 
development of China's information industry". The E-Gov system can be effectively 
combined in various resources, rapidly improve government work efficiency, is an 
important way for government departments to carry out the modernization of 
information. 
The system adopts the core idea of MVC design pattern for the hierarchical 
design, the display logic, business logic and process control are separated, the 
separation of different levels, divided into the model layer, view layer (Model) (View), 
the controller (Controller). All levels are independent, interface clear, low coupling, 
have greater independence between modules, thereby enhancing the system's 
maintainability and expansibility. Through the hierarchical design, all levels of the 
module can be developed by different developers, independent level module 
expansion module will also affect the other levels reduced to a minimum. This feature 
is precisely to meet the needs of. Especially after the J2EE platform, provide a variety 
of mature and strong components and container technology .Developers can use these 
mature component and container technology, so as the role of MVC in various levels, 
reduce the difficulty of the system development, improve the efficiency of the system 
development. The Struts architecture as a framework of J2EE platform based on the 
MVC design pattern, the realization. Struts provides different components in different 
levels, different roles, and provides a rich library, greatly enhancing the visual layer 
support, convenient to display data in the view layer, business layer, so that the 
development of e-government system is more rapid and convenient. 
This dissertation based on the investigation and analysis of the internal 
e-government Web, the realization of fine management mode, accelerate the 
development of efficiency; risk studies current situation of the work of municipal 
government of our country and existing. The realization of the basic functions City 















permissions management, daily work, personal affairs management, office, 
information service, system maintenance and other functions. And through the system 
unit tests show that: the system is running normally, reached the design target of the 
system, to meet the City Hall office  informatization office  needs. 
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